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Taiwan’s historic mansions, with their intricate wall carvings of auspicious objects and vast
gardens filled with lily ponds and bamboo, are linked to wealthy families whose roots lie in
Mainland China. They were owned by successful merchants and officials of the Qing era, whose
fortunes rose with the burgeoning population and expanding economy.
Not many of these old brick and tile houses in the sanheyuan (three-sided courtyard) style
survived the rapid urbanization of the '60s but the ones that did have been lovingly restored.
Visiting them, it’s easy to imagine what life might have been like hundreds of years ago.

Lin An Tai Historical House, Yuanshan, Taipei
Tucked away in a green pocket by the Keelung River near the Expo Park,
the five-annex, red-brick former family home often goes overlooked by
visitors who come to Yuanshan for the Taipei Fine Arts Museum. The story
behind this grand house starts in 1754 when Lin Chin-ming left Anxi County
in Mainland China’s Fujian Province for Taipei. He set up Rong Tai, a trading
company in present-day Wanhua, and after making a fortune, in 1783, he
built a big house on what is now Siwei Road in Da’an District. Nearly 200
years later, the house was in a state of disrepair and was almost demolished,
but fortunately, conservationists campaigned to save it. Starting in 1978,
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1. The architecture of the Lin Family Mansion
and Garden, located in Banqiao, New Taipei
City, was inspired by the Lingering Garden in
Suzhou, Mainland China. ︱ 2~3. The Lin An Tai
Historical House has a history of over 200 years.
The building is adorned with traditional Hokkien
themes, such as windows in the shape of peaches
to imply long life. ︱ 4. Lee Teng-fang was a
Hakka scholar who passed Qing-dynasty imperial
examinations. His former residence features
delicate woodcarvings and multiple flag stands,
which indicated his high status.
1. 板橋林家花園為林本源家族仿蘇州留園所興建的
園林建築，區域內古意處處。︱ 2~3. 林安泰古厝
為距今已兩百多年歷史的閩南式建築，牆上不時可
見桃形等富吉祥意涵的框景。︱ 4. 李騰芳為清朝
舉人，古宅木工精細，並不時可見舉人官位的象徵
元素。
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each brick, tile, and panel was moved to its current location, a process that
took 10 years to complete. Today, Lin An Tai Historic House is a quiet place
to spend an afternoon, reading by one of the many pagodas in the Fujianstyle courtyard overlooking the lily pond or wandering its rock garden.
Lin Family Mansion, Banqiao, New Taipei City
This bamboo-shrouded mansion covering nearly five acres of land in
New Taipei City’s Banqiao District is one of the few family homes in Taiwan
to remain almost intact since it was built in the 1850s by a different Lin
clan. The family, which hailed from Zhangzhou, Fujian Province, earned a
fortune trading in salt and rice before building their home, which, for a time
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in the late 19th century, served as the headquarters for immigrants from
Zhangzhou. After 1949, it was a temporary shelter for Nationalist soldiers
retreating from Mainland China until it was restored in the '80s. Pops of
emerald green and sky blue are juxtaposed with gray stone and cedar wood
– look out for carvings of butterflies and bats on the walls. The best feature
is the garden, where sapphire blue pillars support towering pagodas and
moss-covered stone bridges stretch across ponds and waterways.
Lee Teng-fang Ancient Residence, Daxi, Taoyuan
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The Lee clan were wealthy Hakka immigrants whose family home is
nestled amid quiet rice fields in Daxi, Taoyuan City. The entrance to the
compound is a large expanse of concrete leading to a series of red-orange
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brick buildings. A half-moon-shaped pond faces the front door. Although
the Lee family were noted merchants, it was scholar Lee Teng-fang who
rose to prominence after passing Qing imperial examinations in the 1850s
and 1860s. Built between 1860 and 1864, the mansion was once fronted by
imperial flags, indicating the family’s elevated status.
Inside, the rooms are filled with typically Hakka utilitarian period
furniture, as well as auspicious carvings and calligraphy. Be sure to check
out the airy kitchen with its enormous wood stove and 19th-century
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cooking implements.
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